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AMS :: ATX is a blog dedicated to

 representing the many activities and

 interests of the department of

 American Studies at The University

 of Texas at Austin. Together with the

 department’s Twitter feed, this blog

 exists to serve the AMS and Austin

 communities by acting as a hub for

 up-to-date information on events and

 opportunities at UT and beyond.
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 LightBox blog by American

 Studies

We are thrilled to draw your attention to

 Time magazine’s LightBox blog, which

 recently featured MA student Ashlyn Davis’

 collaborative artist book project, Islands of

 the Blest, which brings together historic

 photographs of the American west that

 Davis and photographer Bryan Schutmaat
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 sourced from the online archives of the

 Library of Congress and the United States

 Geological Survey.

The following is a description of the book

 from the publisher’s website:

These photographs depict

 various places in the American

 West, and were taken over a

 one hundred-year period, from

 the 1870s through the 1970s.

 The photographers represented

 range from the completely

 unknown to some of America’s

 most distinguished

 practitioners of the medium. All

 of the images were sourced

 from digital public archives.
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